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a b s t r a c t

We consider a call center model with a callback option, which allows to transform an
inbound call into an outbound one. A delayed call, with a long anticipated waiting time,
receives the option to be called back. We assume a probabilistic customer reaction to
the callback offer (option). The objective of the system manager is to characterize the
optimal call scheduling that minimizes the expected waiting and abandonment costs. For
the single-server case,we prove that non-idling is optimal. Using aMarkov decision process
approach, we prove for the two-server case that a threshold policy on the number of
queued outbound calls is optimal. For the multi-server case, we numerically characterize
a switching curve of the number of agents reserved for inbound calls. It is a function of
the number of queued outbound calls, the number of busy agents and the identity of jobs
in service. We also develop a Markov chain method to evaluate the system performance
measures under the optimal policy.

We next conduct a numerical study to examine the impact of the policy parameters
on the system performance. We observe that the value of the callback offer is especially
important for congested situations. It also appears that the benefits of a reservation policy
are more apparent in large call centers, while they almost disappear in the extreme
situations of light or heavy workloads. We moreover observe in most cases that the
callback offer should be given upon arrival to any delayed call. However, if balking and
abandonment are very high (whichhelps to reduce theworkload) or if the overall treatment
time spent to serve an outbound call is too large compared to that of an inbound one, there
is a value in delaying the proposition of the callback offer.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Context and motivation. Call centers serve as the public face in various areas and industries: insurance companies,
emergency centers, banks, information centers, help-desks, tele-marketing, just to name a few. The success of call centers is
due to the technological advances in information and communication systems. Themost used form of communication is the
telephone. However, in the context of highly congested call centers, the use of alternative service channels can be proposed
to customers so as to better match demand and capacity. Alternative channels could be email, chat, blog, or postponed
callback service. We focus on this last alternative. The idea is that customers, who are expected to experience long waiting
times, receive the option to be called back later. This leads to a contact center with two channels, one for inbound calls
(inbounds), and another for outbound calls (outbounds). The recent study of ICMI [1], based on the analysis of 361 large
contact centers, reports that 76% of them use the outbound channel.
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(a) Inbounds. (b) Outbounds.

Fig. 1. Effect of the callback option on performance (arrival rate = 5.5, service rate = 0.2, number of agents = 28).

The flexibility of the callback option comes from the willingness of some customers to accept future processing. The
call center can then make use of this opportunity to better manage arrival uncertainty, which in turn would improve the
system performance. An illustration of callback option benefits is provided in Fig. 1. The figure gives simulated performance
measures of a call center example with various levels for the use of the callback option. We consider a non-idling system
where inbounds have a non-preemptive higher priority over outbounds. We observe that the expected waiting times of
inbound and outbound calls are considerably improved by using the callback option. For instance, the expected waiting
time of inbounds could be divided by around 20 (it decreases from 8 min and 55 s to 23 s) while only 10% of arriving calls
choose to be called back.

The unpredicted and flexible call center environment offers the potential for a routing optimization that would lead to a
significant operational improvement. It is a non-expensive approach compared to staffing optimization [2,3]. One important
question formanagers in our context is how should be the routing rule of jobs thatwould ensure non-excessivewaiting times
for both job types, i.e., upon a service completion, should the agent handle an inbound or an outbound call? when should
be proposed the callback offer? We address these questions under a queueing modeling framework and a probabilistic
customer reaction to the callback option.

A call center where agents simultaneously handle inbound and outbound calls is commonly referred to as call blending.
The key distinction of call center problemswith blending comes from the fact that outbound tasks have less urgency relative
to inbound calls. Blended operations problemshave led to research onperformance evaluation [4–6], staffing [7] and analysis
of blending policies [8–13]. Because of the lack of service level requirement on outbounds, it is best to give higher priority
to inbounds. Moreover, to reduce the number of inbounds who may experience long waiting before service, one has to
guarantee that there is sufficient idleness in the system. In the patent of Dumas et al. [14], based on extensive simulation
experiments, it is shown that blending inbound and outbound calls and employing a threshold policy, ensure that the
outbound throughput rate ismetwhilewaiting times of inbounds are very short. It is also shown that blending the two types
of calls in one pool requires less agents than employing two distinct pools. Bhulai and Koole [9] and Gans and Zhou [2], prove
this optimal control, which is of threshold type, when the service rates of the two types of jobs are equal. More precisely,
they show that it is optimal to schedule outbound tasks only when no outbounds are in the queue and the number of idle
agents exceeds a certain threshold.

In the case of a callback option, this policy cannot be directly applied. The reason is that the above literature considers
an infinite amount of non-priority jobs. In a call center with a callback option, the number of customers waiting to be called
back has to be finite in order to avoid infinite waiting. The routing policy should then account for the length of the callback
queue. Another difference, compared to caseswith classical infinite amount of outbound tasks, is that inbound and outbound
arrivals are negatively correlated. This requires further analysis, and may lead to different managerial recommendations.
Contributions. We consider a call center with a single customer type. A delayed call, with a long anticipated waiting
time, receives the option to be called back. We develop a modeling that accounts for balking, abandonment, probabilistic
customer reaction to a state-dependent delay information, unequal service requirements for job types, and the eventual
non-availability of a called back customer. The objective of the systemmanager is to find the optimal call scheduling policy
that minimizes the expected operating costs of inbounds and outbounds. The control actions concern the number of agents
reserved for inbounds and the system state situations at which the callback offer should be proposed.

We distinguish three main contributions. The first contribution is related to the agent reservation policy. We prove for
the single-server case that non-idling is optimal. Using a Markov decision process (MDP) approach, we prove for the two-
server case with equal service requirements that a threshold policy on the number of queued outbounds is optimal. Based
on the two-server result, we conjecture for the multi-server case that the optimal policy is of switch type. The number of
agents to reserve for inbounds depends on the number of queued outbounds, the number of busy agents and the identity of
jobs in service. Moreover, we examine the impact of the system exogenous parameters on the agent reservation policy. We
observe, for example, that a reservation policy is not likely to be used under light or heavily loaded situations.
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